
U.S. Birthrate Keeps Falling
The decline in the U.S. birth Service (ERS), said the effect of

rate shows no sign of halting and the recent Supreme Court
in 1973 may be below the level decisionon abortion “will almost
needed for parental replacement, certainly serve to further lower
according to a report presented the birth rate in this decade.”
at the recent USDA National The US. birth rate fell from 18.2
Agricultural Outlook Conference births per thousand total
in Washington, D.C. population in 1970 to 15.7 per

The speaker, CalvinL. Beale of thousand m 1972.
USDA’s Economic Research Beale joined other speakers at
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STA-RITE CAN PUT A PIPELINE IN ANY BARN

WHY BUT A PIPELINE?For An Average
40 Cow Herd
You Can . . .

Save walking 100 miles a
year.

Save carrying 292 tons of
milk a year.
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Save 200 hours per year
on an average herd.
Produce higher quality
milk.
Increase your milk
production.

WHY BUY A STA -RITE PIPELINE?
1. Engineered for the modern dairy farm of today as well as the dairy farm of

tomorrow. Around the barn pipelines and milking parlors.
2. The only milkhouse control unit that is assembled at our modern new factory

on a stainless steel panel. Pretested for trouble free operation, self-draining
with patented washing features.

3. Built and guaranteed by Sta-Rite Industries, Inc., of Delavan, Wisconsin, a
recognized leader in home water systems and agricultural components.

24 Hour Milking Equipment Service
Installation and Service

CALL TODAY AND ASK FOR AN APPOINTMENT

MOVE UP TO THE NEW SUNSET “SPACE SAVER”
The latest Development in
Stainless Steel Milk Coolers
for the Expanding Dairyman,

Move up in capacity without adding
space. This efficient atmospheric cooler
with the modern, elliptical shape gives
up to 50 per cent more capacity in the
same floor space.

Move up m versatility. “SPACE
SAVERS” are "Advanced Evaporator"
models which can be installed with one
or two compressors, controlled from a
dual refrigeration system. These "AE”
designed coolers permit buying for your
present production needs and allow
future expansion at lowest cost.

Move up in convenience as you add
capacity. The “SPACE SAVER’S” shape,
with its single positive-closing cover
makes it ideal for automatic Sunset
Spin-Clean .washing. It’s easier, more
thorough, more economical, with no
overspray.

Four “SPACE SAVER” sizes
800, 1,000 and 1,500 gallons.

SUPPLY CENTER
1027DillervilleRoad, Lancaster

24 Hour Service Daily Ph: 717-397-4761

the Outlook Conference’s Family
Living Sessions in reporting on
national issues influencing the
quality of life.

Theodore Taylor, executive
director, Day Care and Child
Development Council of Ameica,
Inc., said that up to now the
United States hasn’t faced up to
“the inevitability of child care as
a social institution .

. a way of
organizing which features a high
degree of social responsibility.”
Good, creative child care offers,
he said, a better chance for a
child to be able to cope while at
the same time affording greater
family stability and a new focus
for a kind of “extended family
community” at the neighborhood
level.

On the issue of welfare reform,
Alair A. Townsend, of the
Subcommittee on Fiscal Policy,
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Trade Barriers Seen
Hurting Farm Exports

Dr Carroll Brunthaver,
assistant secretary of
agriculture, forecast increasing
pressure on trade barriers which
prevent U S farm exports from
competing in foreign countries.

“The United States has a
balance of trade problem and it is
serious,” said Dr Brunthaver
before the 1973 National
Agriculture Outlook Conference
here. “We have a potential
growth industry in agriculture
which could go a longway toward
solving the balance of trade
problem We have already made
the basic decisions for an export-
oriented agriculture.

“With the trade problem and
having taken steps to expand U S
agriculture,” he said, “we must
increasingly put pressure on
barriers which prevent one of our
most efficient industries from
improving our 1 balance of
payments

“We would prefer to solve the
balance of trade problem through
trade liberalization If each
country lowered its trade
barriers so that goods and ser-
vices could flow freely, then the
principle of comparative ad-
vantage would work to even out
trade balances.

“However, if we cannot solve
the trade balance problem
through trade liberalization,” Dr.
Brunthaver warned, “then the

Joint Economic Committee, said
that many of the earlier analyses
and “solutions” only treat the tip
of the iceberg. Many programs,
including Aid to Families with
Dependent Children (AFDC), are
past due for overhaul, she added,
and “public debate about them
must reflect the $lOO billion scale
on which they operate.”
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United States may have to take
more direct action ”

The assitant secretary said
U S agriculture, which is
already one of our leading dollar-
earners overseas, can make an
even bigger contribution to our
balance of trade because (1)

farm product markets are ex-
panding rapidly, (2) American
farmers are so highly productive
and efficient, (3) we have a

supporting system of research,
education and extension that has
given us the best educated and
most highly skilled corps of farm
managers in the world; (4) we
have the infrastructure needed to
supply inputs and then transport
and market the products, and (5)
we have a comparative ad-
vantage in producing the grains
and oilseeds that are the hottest
items in the world’s growing
agricultural trade.

The assistant secretary said
Administration favors extension
of the Agricultural Act of 1970,
with some variations- The set-
aside and farmer decision-
making principles should be
retained, alongwith the authority
and funds needed to idle excess
capacity, the commodity loan
mechanism which provides an
emergency floor under prices
and gives farmers a credit tool
However, he said, supplemental
income payments should be
phased down, and out-daied
allotments and bases should be
dropped in favor of a cropland
base for individual farms.

Gum disease is the greatest
single cause of loss of teeth
after age 35.

That’s the capacity of New Idea’s big
Single Beater PTO spreader—built to make

short work of those big spreading jobs.
Optional Upper Beater
Breaks up big hunks, Z—-
shreds the load for better /T'TCjji
spreading pattern... adds mr
load-carrying capacity,as

2-Year Warranty on Chain. When you think big, think
conveyor chain. This giant has a super Heavy Duty
Chain (20,000 lbs. tensile strength) that’s backed by
this full 2-year warranty
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